
                                                    RÖGESZME = obsession

                           Instinctive and earthly rigour and precision of life 

The relation between the group and the individual is in constant motion: responding to 
feelings that I sense inside myself and see in the people around me.

No one is watching, but everyone is there, existing and contributing to my never ending 
RÖGESZME.

An imperfect moment that no one sees, no one is watching.
Many imperfect moments and gestures that turn into an obsession.
Obsession with micro movements!
Obsession with extreme physicality!
Obsession with intense energy and strength of persistence !
Obsession with roots, ritual and contradicting cultures.
A physical being that almost becomes used to this obsessional way of existing….in 
memory and in the existing moment…



Assignments: All of which are physical.

An important part the assignment is also to see how you as an individual understand and 
interpret my assignments. There is not a right way or wrong way of understanding or 
interpretation.

1: Group situation of 3 or 4 people : A complete & constant awareness of each individual in 
the group and towards each member of the group is crucial !
How the individual relates to and is affected by the 
How the group relates to  and is affected by the individual.

Using : Tension & release both through contact and distance, physical and verbal.
          : Touch / don’t touch through contact 
          :  Difference between pressure & pulling/pushing through contact and distance
          : The gap between the moment that is expiring and one that is arising through            

2: Individual situation: 
Work with improvisation to create a state that you can use and come back to later on 
during our work together. I will give you a list of what I call impossible tasks that you can 
use to improvise with. You can choose and use one or more or all.

Impossible tasks : 
As if you are explaining a fading memory!
How to disappear completely!
Inside-out !
A slow shedding of the skin!
The gap between the moment that is expiring and one that is arising!

Using : Tension & release
          : Touch / don’t touch
          :  Difference between pressure & pulling/pushing 
          : The gap between the moment that is expiring and one that is arising 
          : What does it feel like to remember, to forget, not to remember, not to forget

3: Duet work :
    Using : Tension & release both through contact and distance, physical and verbal.
              : Touch / don’t touch through contact 
              :  Difference between pressure & pulling/pushing through contact
              : The gap between the moment that is expiring and one that is arising 



4: Text: You can translate into another language if you desire. Do not only memorise it, but 
try to understand it and feel it.

Make your own understanding of it a physical memory and use this physical memory to 
create movement.

“ I told myself only what was useful according to the situation, deciding from 
moment to moment, on the wave of necessity, maybe I could’t tolerate that the most 
secret part of myself was chained to the repetition of the same gesture.
I have drawn a circle, I am alone inside it, perfectly centred, outside impressions 
strike and grow confused, I let them get away and loose themselves, I couldn’t care 
less. I hear, I understand, I answer, my speech is a little garbled, perhaps, but my 
thinking concentrates itself, clear, everything revolves around one phrase, unique, 
fixed, I stretch it into eternity…
Suddenly or slowly my conscious fades out, switches off and it is non-existing and 
that is a marvellous feeling that from existing I am not existing. “ 


